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4G LTE

Nationwide 4G LTE Coverage
provided by SecuLife®
4G LTE Network for Reliable Service You
can Always Count on

No long-term contracts. Ready to wear,
out of the box, SOS emergency medical
alert wristband. Just activate your service
to start and get affordable coverafe from
just $19.99 USD /mo.

IP
67 SPLASH RESISTANT

IP67 Splash Resistance for
Worry-Free Wear 24/7
Worry-Free Water Resistant/IP67
Splash Resistance 

With an IP67 splash resistance, there's
no need to remove your wristband for
daily activities like washing hands,
watering plants, etc. Stay safe no
matter the activity.

Lightweight, Comfortable
Gadgetry at Affordable Prices
Lightweight and Light on Price to
Provide the Best Protection

GPS-enabled and portability provide
around-the-clock personal safety both
at home AND on-the-go! Comes with
an affordable service plan to keep you
connected.

Easy to Use and Intuitive for
all Users
Simple, Easy to Use, Straightforward
Interface

It's simple and convenient to wear the
Smart Wristband wherever you go.
Intuitive buttons allow the user to
access calls, activate SOS alerts, and
use all built-in features with ease.

SecuLife® GPS SOS Wristband 24/7 Alert and Security
SecuLife® GPS SOS Wristband medical alert system provides emergency
help 24/7 even if you can't reach a phone and peace of mind to family
members. You're just one touch away from reaching your caregivers
anywhere in the U.S., Canada, & Mexico.

Order your SecuLife® SOS Wristband medical alert system today! Keep
your independence and get peace of mind knowing that you're protected
at home 24/7 and on the go with our GPS-enabled mobile SecuLife® SOS
Wristband Medical Alert options.

Lightweight Design and Intuitive Features

Simply push and hold the SOS button on the SecuLife® GPS
SOS Wristband when in distress or during an emergency to
immediately send in-app notifications to your contacts that
have the app installed. An SOS text message will also be sent
to the monitoring number. The wristband will dial the SOS
emergency contacts (up to 3 contacts) so you can talk and
listen to your loved ones and make sure they're ok.

The contacts will be sent your location details and will be able
to monitor with real-time tracking.

1. Speed Dial Button for the first pre-selected contact.

2. Built-in speaker for listening during 2-way calls.

3. Speed Dial Button for the second pre-selected contact.

4. SOS Button that functions as an emergency contact
button, end a call button, and a power button.

5. Red LED notification light.

6. Built-in Microphone for communicating during 2-way
calls.

7. Voice Message Button that functions as an answer a call
button as well.

8. Blue LED notification light.
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GPS SOS Wristband

No Hidden Fees
and No Activation Fees

Subscribe to our plan starting at
ONLY $19.99 A MONTH

No Contracts Required

No Hidden Fees &
No Activation Fees

Our Plan is ONLY 
$19.99 a Month!

No Contracts
Required!

GPS SOS Wristband

Keeping your loved ones
safe has never been easier!
SecuLife® SOS Wristband is a
medical alert system specifically
designed to protect seniors and all
family members in case of
emergency. SecuLife® services can
help seniors remain independent
and possibly avoid a retirement
home by sending help fast in the
event of any emergencies.

SecuLife® GPS SOS Wristband Features

SOS

Dedicated SOS Button Notifies
Your Contacts FAST
Dedicated SOS Button to Notify Your
Emergency Contacts

In the case of an emergency, push and
hold the SOS button and it will
immediately alert your pre-programmed
contacts of your exact location details,
and enable them to monitor your location
with the real-time tracking feature.

Real-Time GPS Location
Tracking
Enhanced built-in GPS device to track
your location

The SecuLife® wristband comes with
advanced, real time, GPS location
smart tracking features and location
history. Track them now, or see where
they have been so you always know
where they are!

Set up GEO-Fence Zones and
Get Alerts
Receive alerts when getting in or out
of a Geo-Fence location

Set multiple Geo-Fence areas on your
mobile app with our smart positioning
feature and receive alert notifications
when your family member or loved one
leaves and returns to any of your
authorized perimeters.

Single-Touch, 2-Speed Dial
Calling
Speed dial buttons to communicate
faster with a touch of a button

There are two easy-to-use speed dial
buttons on the SOS medical alert
wristband that quickly call the
preselected contacts in your mobile
app during an emergency or when you
need to check-in.

SecuLife GPS SOS Wristbands are full of easy-
to-use safety features

Check & monitor your loved one
easily at anytime. Set up is a breeze
with our custom made, mobile app
for iPhone or Android devices. Get
real-time updates on health, safety,
and location details for worry-free
care and peace of mind.

·Track your loved one
anytime, anywhere,
with real time GPS
smart tracking and
location history for up-
to 30 days.
Receive an SOS
notification from the
time your loved one
presses the SOS button
·Set up GPS safe zone
(geofencing) radius at
your desired location to
get alerts when they
leave these perimeters.
·Give them the ability to
connect with the friends
and family by pre-
setting the numbers
they call most on their
wristband.

Premium Features without the Premium Price Tag

The safety of your loved ones should not come a premium price tag. At SecuLife, we believe in offering you the flexibility and features
you need without breaking the bank.

Unlike our competitors, we do not have hidden fees, we do not charge you activation fees, we do not lock you into a multi year contract,
and most importantly, we offer all our features at a much lower price.

Once your product is delivered, activate your Wristband with plans as low as 19.00 USD a month, and get the peace of mind knowing
your loved ones are one button press away.


